You’re not really an asshole. The madness of scootopia? It’s not your fault. You just weren’t ready for the scooters. They were kinda sprung on you, and now they’ve mutated into one part transportation, one part social experiment, one part people yelling mean things out their car windows. But let’s forget all that and start fresh. This book has everything you could possibly need to get ready to ride. Scooter tips, parking advice, helmet puzzles, dragons and 20 pages of sex. OK, there’s no sex. But there are two really attractive jackalopes. Plus poetry, meatballs, pentagrams and mail-order facial hair. Let’s just say it has secrets. Secrets with secrets. Like a chance at 2020 festival tickets. But you know what shouldn’t be a secret? How not to be an asshole on a scooter. So let’s get started.
Guide to Good Scootiquette

01 You are here
02 The second most fantastic jackalope you’ll ever see
03 The most fantastic jackalope you’ll ever see
04 Can two people ride one scooter?
05 Spoiler: They cannot
06 Secret helmets
07 Let’s get dark
08 High
09 Fine
10 TACOOOOOOOO
11 18a. Fortune teller
12 0000000000
13 Are my hands clean?
14 Can I scoot on it?
15 Should I stop there?
16 Whatever you do, don’t call this number
17 Where should I park?
18 What’s hell like?
19 A real hoot
20 Yeah, we don’t get it either
21 Outro (hum your own closing credits music)
04 Riding with friends

NO

The Breath Check
The Never Let Go

The Parasciulpt
The Training Montage
The Backpack

YES

The Shopping Cart
The Gladiator
The Contortionist

The Literal Only Way You Should Ride a Scooter
you're invisible,
a speck to life
around you.
so? take care
at night.
There's plenty of pavement to go around. Let's leave some for our friends on four axles and fill the world with high-fives and rad vibes.
Welcome to TACO LAND

THE STUPEFYINGLY SCOOTABLE TACO

CO FORTUNE TELLING DIVINER OF DELICIOUSNESS

The least "I don't know, what do you want to eat?" way to fill your stomach.
Welcome to the Taco Tour!

1. With printed side face down, fold each corner to the opposite corner and open back up.

2. Fold all corners to the center of the paper.

3. Turn the paper over so the folds you just made are face down.

4. Just like Step 2, fold all corners to the center of the paper.

5. Now fold the paper in half vertically.

6. Now fold the paper in half horizontally.

7. Place your fingers underneath the tabs.

8. Finished product.

These are the best places to get tacos in Austin:

1. Torchy's Tacos
   Pro tip: There's something in the queso. It's guac. They put guac in the queso. Like buried treasure, but delicious.

2. Thistle Cafe
   In the garden apartment below a bank, which sounds weird until you have a mouth full of charcoals. After that, location is a mere formality.

3. Dai Due Taqueria
   National Tortilla Award-winner tucked inside a hipster food court. And they say Austin can't be described in nine words.

4. Pueblo Viejo
   Open early for breakfast tacos. Open late for more breakfast tacos.

5. Las Trancas Taco Stand
   Small, cheap, and delicious. It's time to set a personal record for most tacos eaten in one sitting (ours is 10/9).

6. Grannys Tacos
   Served out of the back of an ambulance, these tacos will just about stop your heart. (Due to love. And tasty, tasty cholesterol.)

7. Veracruz All Natural Food Truck
   Local favorite, and they'll school you on some tacos. (You'll get the joke when you get there. It should warrant a light chuckle.)

Welcome to
TACO LAND

TAKE A TACO TOUR (OR GO ANYWHERE ELSE)

1. TORCHY'S TACOS
   Tip: There's something in the queso. It's guac. They put guac in the queso. Like buried treasure, but delicious.

2. THISTLE CAFE
   In the garden apartment below a bank, which sounds weird until you have a mouthful of charro. After that, location is a mere formality.

3. DAI DUE TAQUERIA
   National Tortilla Award-winner tucked inside a hipster food court. And they say Austin can't be described in nine words.

4. PUEBLO VIEJO
   Open early for breakfast tacos. Open late for more breakfast tacos.

5. LAS TRANCAS TACO STAND
   Small, cheap and delicious. It's time to set a personal record for most tacos eaten in one sitting (ours is 13/4).

6. GRANNY'S TACOS
   Served out of the back of an ambulance, these tacos will just about stop your heart. (Due to love. And tasty, tasty cholesterol.)

7. VERACRUZ ALL NATURAL FOOD TRUCK
   Local favorite, and they'll school you on some tacos. (You'll get the joke when you get there. It should warrant a light chuckle.)

TASTES JUST LIKE IT SMELLS
REALLY, SMELL IT. NOW. SERIOUSLY.
Do you know where your hands have been?

Pants. Probably in your pants.
Scooters stop for:
- Red lights
- Stop signs
- Crosswalks
- Babies
- Puppies
- A pigeon carrying a foot-long sandwich
- A foot-long sandwich carrying a pigeon
No, but nice try. Turns out hell is just one big "No Parking" sign.
Got it? Great. Our hope is that we’ve made you 99% asshole-free (the other 1% is more of an anatomy thing). Hopefully this book gives you an inkling about what to do. And what not to do. And to always stop when you see a pigeon carrying a ginormous sandwich. I mean, when are you ever going to see nature take on humans like that again?

If you need more advice, more help, more do’s and don’ts, or even just a helmet, go to lyft.com/scooters. If you need the barbacoa sweats, go try to break our taco record.
Got it? Great. Our hope is that we’ve made you 99% asshole-free (the other 1% is more of an anatomy thing). Hopefully this book gives you an inkling about what to do. And what not to do. And to always stop when you see a pigeon carrying a ginormous sandwich. I mean, when are you ever going to see nature take on humans like that again? If you need more advice, more help, more do’s and don’ts, or even just a helmet, go to lyft.com/scooters. If you need the barbacoa sweats, go try to break our taco record.

Put this in your lanyard and be 12% shinier on your scooter.*

Brought to you by the Lyft Department of Scootiquette
Show us how you practice good #scootiquette